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2017 Impact Report and Tracking | Georgetown Women’s Alliance 
 

APPROACH:
 
 

Listen, Aggregate, Synthesize, and Show Off!
 

MEDIUM:
 
 

Digital and Print Collateral
 

INSIGHTS INTO ACTION: 
 The Georgetown Women’s Alliance is the University’s only cross-network hub, financed by the office of the

President to bolster an environment where women in the community can learn, grow and thrive. Despite extensive
funding and strategic leadership, the Alliance needed more effective communication channels to show proof of
concept and strengthen the burgeoning network. As lead on this project, I developed a scope that would include
interviews with key partners of each affiliate organization, the crunching of previously disorganized data on grants
and programming, the gathering of visual identity and collateral, and observation sessions with steering committee
leadership. These insights highlighted a lack of impact awareness and tracking, driving the creation of an inaugural
impact report and subsequent impact tracking architecture. I drafted the complete content and design, which will be 
disseminated to funders, partners, and alliance members in print and digital channels to share benchmark impact
and communicate value. Internally, this project also led to the embedding of organization tracking devices to help
measure impact at each future turning point.
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Soft Diplomacy Opportunities Leveraging the Tokyo 2020 Olympics | Japanese Embassy
 

APPROACH:
 
 

Design Thinking for Olympic Gold!
 

MEDIUM:
 
 

Client Pitch and Working Session
 

INSIGHTS INTO ACTION: 
 Driven by the client’s interest in an engagement plan that “maximizes the opportunity for human connection before

and during the Olympics,” my team implemented a two-month design thinking initiative to develop experiential
prototypes that celebrate and sustain interest in Japanese-American relationships. As lead designer and “chief fun
theory officer,” I was responsible for engaging extreme users and facilitating brainstorming sessions. I spoke with
xenophobes skeptical about Japan, World War II buffs, video game devotees, and school children. Our process
included three site visits, 33 interviews, too many crazy ideas to count, and the convergence of five prototyped
ideas for four distinct personas. Our pitch to officers of the Japanese Embassy is just the beginning of what will be a
fruitful partnership, as we work to translate these ideas to reality.
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APPROACH:
 
 

Semiotics, Systems Mapping, and Software 
 

MEDIUM:
 
 

Interactive Installation, Arduino, and Sensor Circuitry
 

INSIGHTS INTO ACTION: 
 I had the opportunity to design a puzzle for Georgetown University's first-of-its-kind education escape room. Escape 

rooms dance the intersection of technology and critical thinking, and are elevated by feedback, teamwork, and the
ever-slipping turns of time. They succeed by operating within the confines of a system: objects, attributes, internal
relationships, and environment. The puzzle required a core technical component that could be adjusted to any given
theme the room might take on. I studied the semiotics of spatial discovery, team dynamics, and puzzle theory, and
learned circuitry, Arduino coding, and basic woodworking/laser cutting. This design lived or died by its systems
strategy, storytelling, and sleek presentation. The project was a wonderful opportunity to combine dual interests in
experiential learning and human-computer interaction. The complete puzzle will be installed in Georgetown
University's in-house escape room, for future educational use. 

 

Pedagogical Escape Room Puzzle | Gelardin New Media Center 
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APPROACH:
 
 

Code across platforms to pressure test hypothesis
 

MEDIUM:
 
 

Digital and Print Collateral
 

INSIGHTS INTO ACTION: 
 Sweetgreen, the decade-old fast casual salad chain, is expanding its retail locations by 30%, and exploring new

markets outside of major city hubs.  One of the largest hurdles to successful scaling is quality assurance 
and brand loyalty, which proves especially difficult for a company that sets itself apart with its mission to “source
local and organic ingredients from farmers we know and partners we trust, support communities and create
meaningful relationships.” This report squared market research with evaluation of Sweetgreen’s strategic
communications platforms, using multiple coding and sentiment analysis techniques. The insights affirmed
Sweetgreen’s cohesive organizational voice, active digital customer service, and ties to social mission. The report
outlined actionable improvements to engage new local communities with the national brand. While originally scoped
for graduate course work, the report was delivered to Sweetgreen upon request, and the company made branding
decisions following the provided insights. 

 

Branding Analytics | Sweetgreen
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APPROACH:
 
 

Data Analytics, Market Research, Qualitative Interviews
 

MEDIUM:
 
 

Report, Presentation, Working Session
 

INSIGHTS INTO ACTION: 
 During my tenure as event and fundraising strategist, I noticed the high cost and low retention of Lincoln Center’s

iconic donor Green Room Dinner series. I also knew there was a wealth of un-mined data and new strategies on
engaging donors. Culling through ancient databases (hooray non-profits!), I reviewed per person costs relative to
performance genre and venue, correlated with attendance and membership renewal rates, and assessed competing
organizations' benefit programming.  I interviewed development teams to understand what incentivized membership
and spoke directly with a cross-section of donors. Finally, I worked with vendors across campus to design unique,
lower-cost, higher-engagement experiences. In my formal presentation to Vice President of Development, I
recommending cost efficiency measures, strategic date alignment with membership renewal cycles, and a
redesigned interactive experience. The implemented plan reduced costs by 25% and supported increases in donor
retention across all giving levels.

 

Donor Engagement Study | Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts
 


